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The link between spectral theory and stochastic analysis was landmarked by the papers of
Mark Kac "Can you hear the shape of a drum" , Frank Spitzer "Heat ßow, Brownian motion
and electrostatic capacity" and Edward Nelson "Dynamic~ theones of Brownian motion"
in the 60's. The subject was diversified considerably over the last three decades and
inBuenced the development in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory: Schrödinger
operators with randorn potentials are used to describe models of amorphie substanees,
evolution equations can be solved by running an appropriate stochastie pr6Cess, the spectral
theory for boundary value problems can be treated quantitatively via strong ~1arkov and
martingale properties.

The conferenee brought together experts of both fields. The main subject covered by
the talks include

- random Schrödinger operators

- spectral properties for generators of diffusions

- differential geometry and scattering theory

- Dirichlet and Neumann problems

- Feynman-Kac and Feyman-Kae-Ito fonnulae

- Feiler properties for Markov semigroups
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Abstracts:

Some pseudodiHerential generators: Spectral problems, infinite
dimensional processes and quantum fields

S. Albeverio

We discuss examples of pseudoditferential operators in finite and infinite dimensions, rfA
lated spectral problems and stochastic analytic questions. We mention that the study~
tbe negative spectrum of the Hamiltonian describing N particles with 2-body point interac
tions (heuristically also arising from the non-relativistic limit of a q,4 quantum field model)
is related to the one of the bound state spectrum of N-body Schrödinger operators with
nice potentials, in the situation of "zero energy resonances" (accumulation of eigenvalues
En --+ 0, Efimoveffect). We discuss a conjecture (by S. Albeverio, R. Hßegh-Krohn, T. T.
Wu) concerning the asymptotics-~ --+ universal constant, showing how it is related to

~+1

an extension of the theory of Alchieser-Kac-Szegö for the asymptotics of determinants of
certain integral operators in the ease of meromorphic symbols (recent work by Albeverio
and K. Makarov). We also show how this study is related to the one of the self-adjoint
realizations and spectra of relativistic Hamiltonians of tbe form J -6 + m2 - ~ in L2(R3),
especially in ..the case A > 2/1r. We briefly mention work on pseudodifferential operators
(hy Albeverio and P. Kurasov) and prohabilistic aspects of proeesses associated with pseu
dodifferential operators. We then pass to the discussion of infinite dimensional differential
and pseudodifferential operators. We show how certain partial pseudodifferential equations
arise in connection with the construction of homogenous and Markovian random fields. In
particular we discuss constructions starting for Gaussian and non-Gaussian (Levy-type)
white noises. The latter lead to interesting examples, even in spaee-time dimension 4, of
relativistic loeal quantum fields of gauge-type, satisfying all Marcbio-Stroechi-Wightman
axioms and leading to a non-trivial S-matrix (the first known non-trivial models having
these properties, work by S. Alheverio, H. Gottschalk and J.L. Wu).

Applications of spectral theory to global regularity and decay

M. Ben-Artzi

Consider the self-adjoint extension H of -6 'and note that, if {E(A)} is the associated
spectral family,

(E(A)j, g) = r j(~)g(~)~,J1(12:$A
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(where i is the Fourier transform of I), hence,

which defines a continuous bilinear form< A(;A)/, 9 > on H3(JRR) x H3(r), for any s'> ~.

Here H8(]R'l) is the Sobolev space of order s. In particular, A(A) E B(L2 t 3, L2,-6), A > 0,
where

L2
,fI = {f1 l (1 + IxI 2 )6If(x)12dx < oo}.

Rn

Using suitable trace estimates, one can prove that IIA(;A)1I8{L2.• ,L2.-.) :5 C3,nA-!, A > 0, s >
~, for n ~ 3, and IIA(A)IIB(L2.1,L2.-1) ~ C. Using the representation e..,-itH = Jooo

eit>. A{A)d"\
and the above estimates, a duality argument leads to the estimate

(1)

where u(t, x) = exp(itH)uo. In fact, using the A-l decay one can throw deri~~tives into
the estimate (1), obtaining, with a suitable gauge invariance, ..

1
Q' < 2'

with a slight modification (due to Ben-Artzi-Klainerman) for 0 = 4, and, for 0' = 0,

sup 11 lu(t, x)1
2

dxdt ~ CIIUoII~i
e,tlERn Rn Rn Ix - a - vtl 2

(with "best constant" due to Simon).

In the above considerations, the operator H can be replaced by appropriate functions
j(H), for /, say, smooth and increasing. Specifically, the case f( - V) = (-~ + I)l is the
"relativistic Schrödinger operator" (equivalently, the Klein-Gordon Eq.) and the estimate
(I) is still valid in this case.

The Hölder eontinuity of A(;A) leads, in view of R(z) = (H - z)-l = J~dA and the
Privaloff theorem, to the "Limiting Absorption Principle", namely,

(2)

Using more refined traee theorems for noncompact manifolds ODe ean show that (2) holds
for general simply charaeteristic operators, thus yielding apriori estimates for solutions of
the wave equation or tbe Klein-Gordon equation in space-time.

Also, LI ~ LOO heat kerne} estimates ean be obtained, using the representation e- tH =
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Je-U A(..\)d..\. As in the smoothing (Schrödinger) case, one proceeds by duality, proving
first an L I --t L 2 estimate.

A clumping process connected with Ruelle's probability cascades

E: Bolthausen

We describe a continuous time Markov process on the set of partitions of the natural.
numbers. The only transitions allowed are clumpings of classes. This process appeaI"&9
naturally in connection with Derrida's generalized rando~ energy model in the ~ormulation

of Ruelle. Several key features of the cavity method in spin glass theory have natural
interpretations in an abstrC:lct framework.

Remarks on the Neumann heat kerne1

K. Burdzy

The "hot spots" conjecture of J. Rauch (1974) says that the second Neumann eigenfunction
in a Euclidean domain attains its maximum on the boundary of the domain.
Theorem. (K. B. and W. Werner) The "hot spots" conjecture is [alse.

Recent progress in quantum KAM methods

P.Duclos

We extend, improve and simplify previous works, (1), (2), on global pure pointness of Flo-e
quet Hamiltonians, with a non necessarily smooth time dependent potential. In particular
we have bypassed the use of the adiabatic regularisation which greatly reduces the required '"
regularity of the potential and we give explicit quantitative estimates in terms of the rele-
vant (physical) parameters for the method to work.

[1] J. Bellissard, Stability and instability in quantum mechanics., in "Trends and Develop
ments in the Eighties", Albeverio and Blanchard oos., World Scientific, Singapore 1985,
pp. 1-106
[2] P. Duclos and P. Stovicek: Floquet Hamiltonians with pure point spectrum, Comm.
Math. Phys. 177 (1996), 327-347
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Existence and completeness of scattering systems by using the theory of
operator ideals

. S. Eder

There is a very deep interplay between operator ideals and scattering theory. The basics
for showing this are Pearson'8 theorem and the theory of p-8umming operators.

First Pearson's theorem is improved. Then by passing to L 2-operators we show how tbe
assumptions in Pearson'8 theorem can be verified by using the theory of operator ideals~

One of the main achievements is that Pearson's estimate can be fonnulated in such a
way that the Loo --+ LI norm of a sandwiched difference determines tbe behaviour of
the difference between the wave and identification operator. As a byproduct we obtain ~"

existence and completeness of scattering systems (H2 , J, H1) for wide classes of operators .'~

H2,J,H1•

Spectrum and scattering for complete Riemannian manifolds

K. D. Elworthy

One of the nicest class of examples of the relationships between the behaviour of diffusion .~'f~. ~~".' .'1;".' .
processes and the spectral properties of Schrödinger operators comes from Nelson's stochas- ".... ~'.~?.~
tic mechanics. The starting point was a 1980 paper by Shucker showing that stochastic . ~:."

mechanical diffusions in Euclidean spaee corresponding to states of a free quantum mechan-
ical evolution have an asymptotic velocity which is given by the inverse Fourier transfom
of the initial state. This was extended in the mid 80's by Carlen to more general systems
and Carlen and I considered versions for Riemannian manifolds using his approach. The
special case of quantum mechanics on hyperbolic spaces appeared in 1993: We showed that
for hyperbolic 3- space Shucker's result holds with the Fourier transfonn replaced by the
Fourier Radon transform. In unpublished \\·ork we showed that for "quasi-free" systems
on simply connected negatively curved complete manifolds, under minor technical condi-
tions stochastic mechanical particles still have an asymptotie velocity (which is non-zero).
With some other teehnical conditions this velocity was described by a scattering transform
which partially diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. This transform is described analytically and
exists in more general situations. Again with technical assumptions which do not have
an obvious geometrie significance, except that tbe related classical mechanics should have
trajectories emanating out to infinity from some subdomain (e.g. as the geodesics leaving
a point .in hyperbolic space in the free case). This was taken up more recently and refined
with Feng-Yu-Wang. The range of the scattering transform described above should be
all scattering states. With Wang the related essential spectrum was described in terms
of tbe behaviour near infinity of the Laplacian of certain exhaustion functions on M e.g.
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the distance from a point, submanifold, or suitable domain~ This led to results for the
Laplace-Beltrami operator improving existing ones by Kumura (which in turn generalised
earlier results of Donnelly, for negative curvature, and by Li for non-negative curvature).

[1] E. Carlen and K.D. Elworthy, Stochastic and quantum mechanical scattering on hy
perbolic spaces, in "Asymptotic Problems in Probability Theory: Stochastic Models and
Diffusions on Fractals", Proc. Taniguchi Symp 1990, K.D. Elworthy and N. Ikeda, OOs.,
Pitman Research Notes in Maths. 283, pp. 3-14
[2] Elworthy, K.D. and Wang F-Y.: On the esssential spectrum ofthe Laplacian on Rieman
nian manifalds. Warwick Preprint 30/1997 Maths Dept. Warwick University, Coventry
CV47AL e

Dia- and paramagnetism far nanhomogeneous magnetic fields

L. Erdös

Diamagnetism of the magnetic Schrödinger operator and paramagnetism of tbe Pauli op
erator are rigorously proven for nonhomogeneous magnetic fields in the large field, in tbe
large temperature and in the semiclassical asymptotic regimes. New counterexamples are
presented which show that neither dia- nor paramagnetism are true in a robust sense (with
out asymptotics). In particular, we demonstrate that the recent diamagnetic comparison
result by Loss and Thaller [Comm. Math. Phys. 186 (1997), 95-107] is essentially the
best one can hope for.

On the essential spectra of Neumann Laplacians on domains and
associated trees

D. Evans

Let n be adomain in }R2, r an ordered tree of finite degree which is mapped into n by a
locally Lipschitz function u, and 'T a locally Lipschitz function which maps n onto r. A
typical candidate for u(r) is the skeleton of 0, that is, the set of points in n which have
more than ODe near point on the boundary an: Fremling has proved that if n does not
contain a halfplane, its skeleton is connected and expressible as the countable union of
paths of finite length. Examples satisfying our requirements include horns, spirals, raoms
and passages, snowfl.akes, etc. In the lecture, recent joint work with Y. Saito was presented,
the objective in this being the determination of the spectral properties of the Neumann
Laplacian - ßn,N on n in terms of the geometric and metric properties of O. Specifically,
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the relationship between essential spectra of -ßn,N and a natural differential operator of
Sturm-Liouville type on r was investigated.

Wegner estimates for randorn operators

P.D. Hislop

Localization of electron wave functions and classical waves is an expected result of random
perturbations of background media. If the background is described by an operator Ho
exhibiting a spectral gap G, the localized states are expected at energies near the band
edges of G. A key step in the proof of localization is the proof of a Wegner estimate for
various models. Let VA be the restriction of Vw , the perturbation, to a region A eR'. Loeal
Hamiltonians have the form Ho + VA for electrons and HA = (1 + VA )-1/2Ho(1 + VA )-1/2
for classical waves. A Wegner estimate states that the probability that HA has eigenvalues
near Eo E G, say in [Eo - Tl, Eo + 11], is bounded above by Cw11IAIO', a ~ 1. We discuss
a proof of this estimate for (J = 2 following the work of Kirsch, Stollmann, .Stolz. This
result is used to establish band-edge localization for the breather model. The~ proo! uses
estimates on the spectral shift function and estimates on the localization of eigenfunetions
of HA Uoint work with J.M. Combes).

Pseudodifferential operators generating Markov processes

W. Hoh

\Ve consider generators of ~1arkov processes with jumps. It is well-kno\vn that the genera
tor of.such a process is a Levy-type operator. We use another equivalent representation as
a pseudo differential operator -p(x, D). The symbols p(x, {) of such operators are charac
terized by the property that { t-+ p(x, {) is a continuous negative definite function for all
fixed x. We consider the problem which growth behaviour of the symbol with respect to x
is allowed such that a corresponding process remains conservative. Le no explosion accurs.
It turns out that the maximal growth is determined by the behaviour of the symbol for
small values of {. In particular, if the {-dependence of the symbol is controlled in terms
of the negative definite function I{IQ of a symmetic Q-stable process, then an estimate
p(x, {) :5 c(l + IxIQ) 'I~IQ for the synibol implies conservativeness.
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Correlation structure of intermittency in the parabolic Anderson model

F. den HoUander

Consider tbe Caucby problem

8u
EJt (x, t) = Au(x, t) + {(x)u(x, t)

with initial condition u(x, 0) == 1, where A is the discrete Laplacian and {{(x) : x E Zd} is
an i.i.d. field of R-valued random variables. Let (.) denote expectation w.r.t. tbe {-field
and let H(t) = log(el{(Ol) < 00 Cor all t ~ O. Under the condition e

lim tH"(t) = p E (0,00),
t-.oo

we prove that

lim kt(x, y) = -111
112

L Wp(X + Z)Wp(Y + z),
t-+oo Wp 2 zEZd

where kt(x, y) = (u(x, t)u(y, t»/(u2(O, t» is tbe correlation coefficient of tbe u-field, and
wp = v:d witb vp tbe ground state of the I-dimensional nonlinear difference equation

6v(x) + 2pv(x) logv(x) (x E Z),

provided this ground state is unique module translations. For large p ,ve can prove unique
ness. A numerical analysis suggests that uniqueness holds for a11 p, hut tbe proof is open
(joint work with J. Gärtner).

Error bound estimates for Kac's transfer operator and the Lie-Trotter
product formula

T.lchinose

Kac 's transfer operator is an operator of tbe kind

K(t) = e-tV/2e-tHoe-tV/2,

where V(x) is a real-valued continuous function in R d bounded from helow and Ho is the
nonrelativistic / relativistic Schrödinger operator - ~A / vi- A + 1 - 1 with mass 1. When
t > 0 is smalI, K(t) can be regarded as a transfer operator for some lattice models in
statistical mechanies studied by M. Kac [1966 Brandeis Lecture] to discuss a mathematical
mechanism for a phase transition. It is important to see \vhether the first eigenvalue of
K(t) is asymptotically degenerate as t .J. O. Such a spectral information may be obtained

8
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from that of the Schrödinger operator H = Ho + V, if we can show a nonn estimate like
IIK{t) _e-tHII = O{t1+o ) for small t > 0 with a > O. We have given such a kind of estimates
in Y operator norm, 1 :5 P :5 00, and in trace nonn. As another application tbe result
yields tbe Lie-Trotter product formula in V operator norm and in trace nonn with error
bounds O{n-O) as n ~ 00. Tbis extends tbe result obtained by B. Helffer in L2 opera
tor norm for the nonrelativistic Schrödinger operator H = -~ß + V witb potential V{x)
satisfying Iß'tV{x)1 :5 Co (X){2-!ol)+ to the case for the relativistic as weH as nonrelativistic
Schrödinger operator H with more general potentials V(x).

The present lecture is based on recent joint works with Satosbi Takanobu and Hideo
Tamura.

Fraetional derivatives, non-symmetrie Diriehlet forms and the drift form

N. Jaeob

Using fraetional derivatives we show that the drift form J~oo u(x)~dx ean be approxi
mated by non-symmetrie Diriehlet forms. A similar result holds for tbe drift fonn in R"
with variable coeßicients if the coefficient functions satisfy certain regularity and commu
tator eonditions. An abstract result on fractional powers of Markov generators. a110ws to'
extend this observation to generalized Dirichlet forms. Another consequence is that the
bilinear form indueed by an arbitrary Levy process is tbe limit of non-symmetrie Diriehlet
forms Uoint work ,vith R.L. Schilling).

A "dominated-type" eonvergenee theorem for the Feynman integral
defined via the Trotter produet formula

G.W. Johnson

It is known that under conditions sufficiently general to include the standard potentials
of nonrelativistie quantum mechanics, the FI (Feynman integral) via the Trotter product
fonnula, the modified FI (defined via a product fonnula involving imaginary resolvents),
and the analytic in time operator-valued FI a11 exist and agree with one another and with
the unitary group arising from the usual Hamiltonian approach to quantum mechanics.
Further, rather satisfactory stability theorems are known for the 2nd and 3rd approaches
to the Feynman integral mentioned above. A recent result of G.W. Johnson and J.G. Kim
completes this picture by giving astability theorem as described briefty in tbe title above.
We now state this result taking tbe space dimension equal to 3 for convenience (all of the
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results mentioned above are included in tbe forthcoming book, The Feynman Integral and
Feynman's Operational Calculus by G.W. Jobnson and M.L. Lapidus, Oxford U. Press).

Theorem. Let ~ Vm, m = 1,2, ... be Lebe3gue measurable, R~valued functions on R3.
Assume that Vmconverges to V "dominatedly" in the following sense:

(a) Vm ~ V Lebesgue~a.e. in R3,

(b) Vm,+ :S U for some U E L~oc(R3),

(v) Vm,- :S W for same W E L~oc(1R3)u' .

Then .1}P(Vm) -+ :Ffp(V) in the strong operator topology, uniformly in t on compact e
subsets of R (J=}p(V) denotes the FI via the Tratter product formula a.ssociated with the
potential V at time t).

Added Note: The proof given by G.W. J. and J.G. Kim is rather easy and depends on
thc dominated-type convergen<;e theorem of Lapidus and the theorem in the book of G.W.
J. and Lapidus sbowing agreement (nnder quite general conditions) of tbe modified FI,
PM(V) of Lapidus and .1}p(V). As discovered during the conference, an even easier proof
can be given using a result of Jürgen Voigt [J. Operator Tbeory 20 (1988), 117-131]. See
also the paper of Vitali Liskevich [J. Funct. Anal. 151 (1997), 281-305].

Time Asymptotics for the Burgers' equation

W. Kirsch

We consider tbe initial value problem for tbe (viscous) Burgers' equation witb a periodic
force term, Le.:

for a periodic potential V and
u(O, x) = uo(x) e

Ya.G. Sinai [J. Statist. Pbys. 64 (1991), 1-12] proved that for "typical" Uo tbe solution
u(t, x) converges to a periodic function Vo as t -? 00. '"

We give a new proof of Sinai's result which uses methods from spectral theory to
investigate the Schrödinger semigroup e- tH for tbe operator H = -~Ll + V. In fact tbe

limit function Va turns out to be ~ for the (periodie) ground state of the operator H (joint
work with Almut Kutzelnigg).
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Cohomology of loop spaees and Hoehschild eohomology

R. Leandre

We do a ealeulus on an algebraie model (Hochschild spaee), a ealeulus on tbe Brownian
bridge and define a stochastie eohomology of tbe based loop spaee. We sbow tbat the two
eohomology groups are equal, by using Driver's flow.

Bounded and L2 Harmonie Forms on Universal Covers

Xue-Mei Li

This is based on joint work with K.D. Elworthy and S. Rosenberg [1]. We r~l~te eertain
curvature eonditions on a complete Riemannian manifold to tbe existence of bo.unded aod
L2 harmonie fonns, using a probabilistie representation of beat semigroups on forIns. In the
ease where tbe manifold is the universal eover of a eompaet manifold, we obtain fopological
and geometrie information about tbe eompaet manifold. ..

Let h be a smootb function, 6h the adjoint of the exterior differential d on L2(M, e2hdx)
and Ilh

,q = (d + 6h )2 the Witten Laplaeian on q-forms. The Weitzenbock term 'R,h,q on q
forms is given by 1?,h,q = Ilh ,q + traceV2 withthe convention 'R,h,-l = 'R,h,n+l '= 0 and we
identify nh,q with its adjoint operator on q-vector. Let Rh,q(x) be the infimum of 'R,h·q(V)
over a11 q-vectors of norm 1 and set

~(xo) = 10''''' Eexp-H:1lh
•
O

(:>:•.>d8 dt.

Here {xs } is a Brownian motion starting from Xo with drift Vh.

By a Cl h-hannonic form (ar harmonie form if h = 0) we mean a form ifJ such that 6h t/J = 0
and difJ = O. Let Hk(M), BHk(M), and L2Hk(M) be respeetively tbe spaee of h-barmonie,
bounded h-harmonic and L2 h-harmonic k-forms.
Proposition. Let 0 :5 k i= 1 :5 n. Assume the Witten heat semigroup i3 conservative. Sup..
pose 'Rk- 1 and'Rk+1 are boundedfrom below with both SUPZEM lR.t~1 (x) and SUPZEM lRt-l (x)
finite. Then BH"(M) = {O} if L2H k (M) = {O}.

Recall that a funetion f is strongly stochastic positive if

lim sup! sup log E (exp-! J; !(Z.)d.) < 0
t~oo t zoEK

for each compaet set K [3]. For eompact manifolds strongly stoehastie positivity of f is
equivalent to tbe spectral positivity of the operator ß + f. If M is an infinite universal
cover of some compact manifold M with a non-zero harmonie form and such that Rk±l
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are strongly stochastie positive (k i= 0,1), then by tbe above proposition there is a nOD
zero L2 harmonie fonn on M. The eorresponding result for k = 0 given in [2] yields a
finite fundamental group result sinee 1 is a bounded harmonie funetion and L2 harmonie
functions only exists if M bas finite volume. There is a corresponding result for k = 1.

[1] K. D. Elworthy, Xue-Mei Li, and S. Rosenberg. Bounded and L2 hannonic forms on
universal covers, Geom. and Funet. Anal. Vol ß. (1998), 283-303
[2] Xue-Mei Li, On exten3ion 01 Myers' theorem, Bull. London Math. Soe. 27. (1995),
392-396
[3] K. D. Elworthy, Xue-Mei Li, and S. Rosenberg, Curvature and topology: spectral posi-.. j
tivity, in: "Methods and Applieations of Global Analysis", Voronezh series on new devel- •
opments in global analysis), Voronezb University Press, Voronezh 1993 ,.J

On LP-theory of Markov semigroups

V. Liskevich

We prove some general inequalities for the generators of Markov semigroups; as a
consequenee tbe sbarp sector of analytieity is obtained. Perturbation tbeory by form
bounded Markov generators is developed. Tbe uniqueness problem is diseussed.

The seeond part of the talk was devoted to the ease of non-symmetrie operators of tbe form
- V . a . V + b· V witb measurable coeflieients, on LP(O), 0 c r an open set. It is shown
that, nnder tbe assumption that b· a-1 • b is form bounded w.r.t. -V . a· V witb bQund
ß, tbe extension generating a semigroup of quasi-eontractions exists on V, pE [2-\m' ,00].
In all eases wben tbe semigroup is eonstructed it is proved tbat tbe speetra of generators
are p-independent. The examples showing the sharpness of the results are diseussed.

Spectral bifurcations and multiscattering phenomena

S.A. Molchanov

Diseussions around Anderson's conjecture: Tbere is a transition from Epp to Eac for
d ~ 3 in tbe spectral problem H1/J = 6.t/J+ (1{(x, w)1/J = }..1/J, ({(.) i.i.d. r.v.), as the coupling
eonstant (1 tends to O. This transition is proven for several inhomogeneous models:

(a) 10 Schrödinger operators witb sparse random potentials (soliton gas potentials)

(b) Multidimensional sparse potential (a.c. spectrum is typieal)

12
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(c) Surface waves (random potentials on the boundary of half-space)

The spectral analysis of self-adjoint Jacobi matrices

S. Naboko

e Unbounded Jacobi matrices J with power-like weights are considered. The main question
here concerns when the absolutely continuous component of the spectrum of J covers the
whole real axis. Some sufficient conditions for this are given. Also we present explicit
formulae for the asymptotics of the generalized eigenvectors of J. To obtain these results
we used the so-called "grouping in block" method for tbe large product of the transfer
matrices associated to J. Beside this the detailed analysis of this product is based on the
Gilbert-Pearson subordinacy theory, generalized Behncke-Stolz lemma, Kiselev's ideas for
the discrete Schrödinger operators with decaying potentials, Harris-Lutz-Üke transforms
and some facts from hannonic analysis. Also some constructive examples of embedded
eigenvalues have been presented (joint work with J. Janas). -

Capacitary estimates for the bottom eigenvalue of self-adjoint operators in
abstract Hilbert spaces

A. NoU

The nation of capacity in abstract Hilbert spaces is used to prove ne\v capacitary upper
and lower bounds for the spectral shift of a self-adjoint operator which is subjected to a
domain perturbation. This leads, among other results, to a generalization of Thirring's
inequality. Moreover, it is possible to obtain the following estimate for the spectral shift
).,'->+.:

Ct rd- 2m ~ )/ _ ;\ ~ C2rd- 2m ,

valid for certain differential operators of order 2m which are perturbed by imposing addi
tional Dirichlet boundary conditions on some ball of radiusr.
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Heat kernel b-ounds for multplicative perturbations of elliptic operators

EI-M.Ouhabaz

Let (X, d, IJ) be aspace of homogenous type and consider on L2(X) an operator A which
<has a heat kernel Pt(x, y). Let b E LOO(X) bounded below by a positive constant. Denote
by kt(x, y) the heat kernel of the multiplicative perturbation bA. Gur aim is to show that
Gaussian upper bounels (Le. Ipt(x, y)1 ~ Cv(x, v't)-lexp-etPpZ,v) where v(x, r) denote the
volume of tbe ball of center x and raduis r ), Gaussian lower bounds and Hölder continuity
carry over from Pt (x, y) to kt (x, y). In order to achieve this, a key idea is to show that Hölder _
continuiy of heat kernels ean be character~zedin tenns of aversion of Gagliardo-Nirenberg ,.
inequality.

Pointwise convergence of generalized Fourier-Bessel series

M.<A. Pinsky

L "= .:!:...- + ß'(r) !:... ß'(r) 20 + 1 1
. dr2 ß(r) dr where ß(r} "" -r- (r .!. 0), a > -2

Eigenfunctions tPn(r) are defined by the singular Sturm-Liouville problem:

L4>n(r) + An4>n(r)
cos ß 4>n (a) + a sin ß tP~ (a)

o (0< r < a),
o for some ß E [0,1r).

Without lass of generality, normalize so that tPn(O) ~ 1. The formal Fourier expansion of
a piecewise smooth function is written

< n = 1,2, ...

We decompose / as follows: I = I1 + 111, where

/1 is identically zero for 0 < r < a - ö, for some 6 > 0 (boundary trouble)

I11 is identically zero for a - 6 ~ r < a, for same Ö > 0 (internal trouble)

Theorem o. The expansions lOT II(r), 111(r) converge fOT all r E (0, a).

Theorem I. The expansion fOT 11(0) converge3 as lollow3:
(Dirichlet BG): 11 ß = 0, er < 1/2, then the serie3 converge3.
11 ß = 0,2k + l ~ er < 2k + ~ for some k = 0, 1, . "., then the senes converges ilJ
I(a) = 0, Lf(a) = 0, ... , Lt f(a) = O. (Neumann-Robin Be): 110 < ß < tr,O < 3/2 then
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the series converges. 11 fJ > 0, 2k + I :5 Q < 2k + I lor same k = 0,1, ..., then the senes
converges iff cos ß/j(a) + asio ßlj(a) = 0 lor j = 0, 1, ... k where /0 = / and Ij = Lif for
j = 1, ... ,k.

Theorem 11. The expansion lor /1/(0) converge3 as folIows:
11 Q < 1/2, then the serie3 converges. 112k + i :5 Q < 2k + I/or same k = 0, 1, ..., then
the senes converges iff r ~ f(r) ja smooth 01 class C Ic •

Remark3: Ii.(r) =r20+I corresponds to classical Fourier-Bessel series. Tbe dimension
. parameter is d = 2a + 2.

Limiting absorption principle for singularly perturbed feller operators

W. Renger

We establisb the stability of a limiting absorption principle for Feiler operato~ under sin
gular perturbations. Here a FeUer operator is an operator which is defined as the generator
of a strong Markov processes witb the FeIler property, tbe process being defined by its
transition density.

On an abstract Hilbert space level the resul~ is the follo,ving:

Suppose a limiting absorption principle (LAP) holds for a self-adjoint, semibounded oper
ator BI in a Hilbert space 11.1• That is, suppose there is a dense subspace X' c 1{,1 and
an open set a eRsuch that Rr(A) := liIlleJ,o R(A ± iE} exists in the norm topology of
8(X, X·) (the space of bounded operators from X to X·) for all A E ß.

..-

Let H2 be a densily defined, self-adjoint and semibounded operator in the Hilbert space 11.2
and J a bounded operator from 11.1 to 11.2 with J J. equal to the identity on 11.2 • Suppose
that H2 is a small perturbation of H1 in the sense that the difference between some powers
of the resolvents Rj(a} is compact: J* R2(a)m J - R I (a)m E Boo(X*, X) for some m E N.
On this abstract level we sbow that (except for possibly a discrete set of eigenvalues) a
LAP holds for H 2 •

This theory is then applied to study potential and especially domain perturbations of FeUer
operators. Assurne that a LAP holds for the unperturbed operator H1 on L2(M) (M some
appropriate measure space) and consider a perturbed operator H2 = (BI + V)E that is
produced by restricting H I + V to a set E c M via Dirichlet boundary conditions. We
give sufficient conditions in terms of V and the equilibrium potential of the set r = M \ E
to ensure tbat a limiting absorption principle holds for H2• If, for instance, BI is tbe
Laplacian this theory allows to treat the usual short range potentials, but it also allows
domain perturbations by sets r which may be unbounded - the condition imposed on r is
slightly stronger than requiring that its capacity is finite.
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V-analysis of finite and infinite dimensional diffusion operators

M. Röckner

Oriented towards applications to problems in Stochstic Analysis, more precisely stochastic
differential equations in infinite dimensions, we discuss the analysis of (finite ud) infinite
dimensional singular diffusion operators in V-spaces w.r.t. suitably chosen measures. As
an important case study we consider the differential operator coming from the stochastic
quantization of Euclidian field theory in finite volume. In particular, we present our re-
cent uniqueness result (obtained in a joint work with Vitali Liskevich) in this case. More
precisely, this result states that the closure of the corresponding singular diffusion opera- e
tor in V(/J), where JJ is the Euclidian finite volume quantum field, generates a strongly
continuous contraction semigroup for a11 p ;::: 1. This immediately implies the uniqueness
of all solution Markov processes to the underlying stochastic differential equation whose
transition semigroup consists of contractions on V(J1.}.

Bochner's subordination far processes, semigroups, and infinitesimal
generators.

R.L. Schilling

Subordination (in the sense of S. Bochner) is a technique that allows to construct new
processes and semigroups from given ones. Probabilistically it is a time-change w.r.t. an
independent one-sided Levy process, from an analytic point of view it is given by a Bochner
integral1t "'-'+ Jooo T. J.Lt(ds) where {/Jt} ia a convolution semigroup of measures carried on
the half-axis. We prove a new representation of the generator of a subordinate semigroup
as a limit of bounded operators. Our construction yields, inparticular, a characterization
of the domain of the generator. The generator of a subordinate semigroup can be viewed
as a function of the generator of the original semigroup. For a large class of these functions
(the operator monotone or complete Bernstein functions) we show that operations at the _
level of functions have their counterparts at the level of operators. . .,
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Non commutative struetures and quantum dynamical semigroups

K.B. Sinha

Tbe tbeory of classical Markov processes begins with a given transition probability satis
fying Chapman-Kolmogorov equation or equivalently witb a given Markov semigroup and
then one constructs a Markov process so tbat its expectation gives back tbe semigroup one
had started with. In quantum (or non-commutative) theory, ooe starts with a semigroup
of completely positive maps on a suitable unital von Neumann algebra A (the algebra
of observables) and tries to construct a (non-commutative) stochastic process so that its
(vacuum) expectation gives back thc CP-semigroup.

First, starting with tbe unbounded version of the formal Lindblad generator (a sort of
non-commutative Laplaeian) a "minima}?' CP-semigroup on A is constructed and a few
equivalent criteria of its conservativity (Le. preservation of tbe identity afA= are estab
lisbed. One also studies a large class of conservative extensions of tbe minimal semigroup.
This part is analogous in spirit to tbe self-adjointness problem in a Hilbert space. Next,
having constructed the semigroup, one chooses and fixes a -k-representation 1r of A in a suit
able Hilbert space. Then tbe basic (non-commutative) stoehastie processes are constructed
on a Foek space, closely related to tbe representation space, and using tqese processes as
(stocbastic operator-valued) integrators, tbc stochastic ßow on A is constructed such that
the expectation semigroup w.r.t. thc fock vacuum is precisely the CP-semigroup one had
started with.

Eigenvalue gaps and conditioned processes
-

R.G. Smits

If one considers the ergodie process which solves the stochastic differential equation

where cPl (x) is the ground state for tbe Dirichlet Laplacian on a domain n, tbe mixing
rate for such process is "exponentially fast with exponent A2 - Al 1 tbe spectral gap. We
examine tbe geometrie inßuence the domain has on the gap, payiog particular attention to
tbe special class of convex domains where extremal domains are given by tbin rectangles
and seetors of eircles. We also consider analogous questions for the Neumann and Robin
boundary value problem whose eigenfunctions/values are solutions to

-ßu =Au in 0,
auan + QU = 0 on boundary of n
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whicb serves as an intennediary between reflecting and killed Brownian motion.

Recent developments in the spectral theory of random operators

P. Stollmann

In this talk we start with a survey on recent results about localization for typical random
operators, including models from solid state physics and models for acoustic waves. We e
tben discuss in some detail a specific feature entering in tbese proofs, known under tbe
name of Wegner estimates. Roughly speaking, Wegner estimates establish at least same
spreading of eigenvalues for random operators. After presenting a simple proof for a very
general Wegner estimate, we point out tbe difficulties arising in one of the most prominent
examples, the Bernoulli-Anderson model in higber dimension. For this model tbere is no
proof of Wegner estimates so far, and therefore the occurence of localization has not been
established.

Understand Non-Monotonicity in Random Operators!

G. Stolz

At tbe current time the amount of rigorous knowledge about localization pbenomena for
random operators is heavily model dependent. M1ich more is known for Anderson-type
models than for other physically important models as for example tbe random displacement
or Poisson models. Mathematically this is caused by a lack of monotonicity in the latter
models, Le. tbe operators do not depend monotonously on the basic random parameters.
Monotonicity, however, crucially enters most known methods to establish localization by
being used in the proofs of Wegner estimates as weH 88' in spectral averaging.

In the talk same recent ideas to overcome tbe problem of non-monotonicity are discussed.
They include the use of results from inverse spectral theory and the new metbod of two
parameter spectral averaging. Applications of these ideas include tbe prüof of exponential
localization at all energies for tbe one-dimensional random displacement model and Poisson
model. Witb the exception of a result by Klopp for a quasiclassical version of the random
displacement model tbe corresponding problems are open in higher dimension.
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Dirichlet forms and geometrie analysis

T. Sturm

In this talk, a probabilistie approach to generalized harmonie maps f : M ~ N with
values in the metrie space N is presented. Classieal harmonie maps between Riemannian
manifolds are eritieal values of the energy funetional E(f) = IM tldf1l2dm.

In probabilistic terms, this can be expressed as Ern (f(X)h, the mean of the quadratie
variation of the N-valued process f(X) where X denotes Browni~ motion on M.

Nowadays for several reasons one is also interested in harmonie maps witb values in singular
target spaees N. For metrie spaees (N, d), an approprlate way to define E(f) is as the limit
(for t.~ 0) of et(f) = tEmd2(J(Xt), J(Xo». However, as illustrated by an example, tbis
limit will not always exist. We diseUBS eonditions on M or on N which impl~. (monotone)
eonvergenee. We also present continuity results for maps with finite enefgy as weIl as
Hölder eontinuity results for harmonie maps. :

Quantum symmetries and stochastic analysis

J.C. Zambrini

We prove the theorem of Noether in quantum mechanics, whieh provides richer informa
tion about quantum symmetries than the usual method in Hilbert spaee (i.e. essentially,
the theorem of Stone). Generically, the assoeiated quantum constant of motion are time
dependent.

The result has been found via a probabilistie analogy with quantum theory using two heat
equations (adjoint with respect io the time parameter) instead of the Schrödinger equation.
The stoehastic version of Noether's theorem provides martingales of the class of underlying
stochastie proeesses. The whole framework can be formulated on a Riemannian manifold.e The probabilistic counterpart of quantum mechanics underlying the method "Euclidian
Quantum Mechanics" can be regarded as a probabilistic reinterpretation of Feynman's
strategy.
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